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Fate
The Founder of Longevitology :
Teacher Wei Yu Feng
Tel : +886-937-888888
Treasures dearly and preciously“Origin of Fate”and hope be it
last“forever”
. This was the very first phrase written in the Longevitology
textbook. A person’
s life can change just because he encounters a lucky
chance which induces a small change in his life, sometimes even the whole
world can change accordingly as in the story of an apple in Newton’
s Law
and Watt’
s boiling water.
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Longevitology was introduced in Malaysia since July 2000. It is about
seven years old now and is available in many parts of the country. Looking
back, it was merely upon the request of Madam Wang Yue Tuan, that
Longevitology was introduced into Malaysia which had benefited so many
people in this country. I remembered it was way back in early 2000; when I
received a request through a long distance telephone call from Madam Wang
whom I did not know at that time. She related if Malaysian had a chance to
learn Longevitology, it will be able to help them to relief and reduce their
misery, sorrow and pain suffered from illnesses. Without any hesitation I
agreed upon her request and a few months later, the very first Longevitology
class was commenced in Alor Setar and follow by Ipoh shortly. Initially
it was only two to three hundred people who attended the class but in
the recent class conducted in Klang it was fully packed with more than
two thousand learners. This shows that“Benevolent Wishes Are Always
Granted By Heaven; Kind Thoughts Are Always Blessed By Heaven”
.
The success in our life is attributed to our fate. These successes
always originate from either“benevolent wishes”or how we capitalize
the opportunities that come our way). Today many people still do not
know Longevitology. Longevitology is a very unique practice where it
only involves the use of both hands. Just by placing both the hands on the
affected area, the discomforts and pains of the body will be relieved and

reduced positively. It is very pitiful and regretful that many people do not
give themselves a chance to try and reject it bluntly. Some just refused to
put it into practices after they acquired the technique. This is because many
of them have negative attitude, opinions, and while others are either too
arrogant or plain adamant. It can be a great loss to them despite the course
being totally free of charge. At the centre, all Longevitology practitioners
are strictly barred from carrying out any political, religious or business.
Currently, we have more than a hundred thousand Longevitology
practitioners all over the world. Many of them have personally experienced
the positive effects from seeing the impossible become possible in reality.
I hope this documented testimonies of practitioners will be able to initiate
and open up the minds of those who are negative, arrogant or just plain
adamant, so that they can use and appreciate the positive goodness beauty
of Longevitology. Hopefully through the practice many of them will
be able to relief themselves of various kinds of pains and sufferings and
embrace the practice of Longevitology with happiness.
At this juncture，I can see that every one of you have a compassionate
heart, working voluntarily and devoting selflessly without expecting any
monetary or worldly rewards. Everyone Will Greet And Respect The
One With A Good Heart And A Good Conduct.
I believe when anyone devotes himself voluntarily and selflessly, and
treasure the present, a future with good reward and higher karma will be
assured.
“A Good Course Waits For No Man”.
“Do Not Wait For Tomorrow For Tomorrow Might Not Arrive”.
‘To all the Longevitology volunteers and practitioners, it is
really touching that every one of you works selflessly. Even though the
consequences of success or failure cannot be determined and quantified
from your undertakings, but at least everyone of you are trying to make a
change for the better in life’.
With this, I wish and bless everyone with a peaceful mind, healthy
body, heart, and soul.
( Translated by H.S.Tan )
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